The Sarhan Analysis

Description:
THE SARHAN ANALYSIS is an invaluable trading tool. It objectively interprets the market's action (does not predict) and informs the reader in a detailed and profitable manner. The commentary has been compared to the President's State of the Union address. It has been referred to as "The State of the Economy" since it analyzes a large array of markets: (Financials, Fixed Income, Foreign Exchange, Energy, Metals, Grains, & Softs).

THE SARHAN ANALYSIS has one primary objective; to enhance our client's ability in achieving their desired results. This is done by listening to the market and analyzing current conditions.

THE SARHAN ANALYSIS filters out all the "noise" and succinctly illustrates what happens in the market each day. TSA provides only the most pertinent and noteworthy events in our analysis. A common hindrance for investors at all levels is being overloaded with information. This leads to "analysis paralysis" which greatly impedes an investor's performance. The result is that the vast majority of market participants achieve undesirable returns.

THE SARHAN ANALYSIS stands above its contemporaries as it infuses the pertinent technical and fundamental conditions that drive our markets. TSA puts its reputation on the line each day and culminates with an actual trading recommendation. Undoubtedly TSA's greatest strength is the quality and the acumen of the work involved. TSA elevates its readers' insight about the markets!

THE SARHAN ANALYSIS is a necessity in every trading room. Its performance speaks for itself.

Markets:
- Global Equity Markets
- Fixed Income
- Foreign Exchange
- Energy
- Metals
- Grains
- Softs
- Sarhan's Corner

Sarhan's Corner:
Drawing from Mr. Sarhan's extensive background in political science; Sarhan's Corner was created in response to the large amount of inquiries concerning various geopolitical events and how they affect our markets. Sarhan's Corner also covers a wide array of topics that are of interest to our clients.

Our Clients:
Both equity and commodity firms benefit from The Sarhan Analysis due to the growing importance various commodities play in the global arena. Our "base" of clients include: hedge funds and various trading companies from all corners of the flat world. Several leading brokerage houses, FX dealing banks and other entities with significant interest in global capital markets are also attracted to our work.

Education. Education. Education, is the foundation of our existence. Throughout the years we have noticed that the volume of trading research is monstrous. To read even a fraction of what crosses your desk each morning is a colossal task.

The Sarhan Analysis (TSA) prides itself on education. TSA is structured to be as effortless as possible for our readers. The report is divided into eight sections. The first seven sections cover the relevant underlying technical and fundamental forces that drive the market. The last section entitled, Sarhan's Corner, is our newest addition to TSA. Sarhan's Corner is structured to cover a slew of topics (predominately political/economic) that relate to our reader's interests.

Before initiating a new position it is paramount to know what the current market condition is (Bull, Bear or Trading Range). This is clearly noted in every report. After the reader has a better understanding of the broader market, they are now ready to analyze the pertinent underlying technical conditions (all important
technical levels are clearly noted in every report). After the technicals are explained the next segment addresses the day's current action (fundamentals). Finally, a recommendation is given on how to trade that market.

Our performance speaks for itself. Our model account, which is based solely on our recommendations, has never had a negative year. It is important to remain cognizant of the fact that our primary goal is to educate our readers. Therefore, our primary means of gratification is derived from our ability to ameliorate our clients' bottom line. Secondly, is our performance. Information is the world's most valuable commodity. Never stop learning. We are honored to be part of your educational experience.
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